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Landing at Kotoka International 
Airport at night, it immediately 
struck me how distinctly unfamiliar 
the city below me looked. The 
network of lights that sprawls into 
the horizon are not sharply defined 
like in a European city, but dully 
yellow or tinged blue; the roads 
merely the darkness weaving 
between them. At ground level this 
contrast is magnified and for the 
first time in my life I felt genuine 
culture shock. I was used to city 
living but little could prepare me for 
the big city in a developing country. 
Dealing with my surroundings, heat 
and suddenly being an outsider 
became as much the object of my 
project as anything else.

Accra is vast, hot and dusty. 
Third world modernity mixes with 
conspicuous wealth and urban 
poverty. New steel and glass 
buildings and Toyota 4x4s line 
the streets, as do crumbling grey 
housing blocks and corrugated iron 
shacks housing whole families. The 
smallest things seem so alien at 
first, like the drinking water, which 
is sold cheaply everywhere in 
500ml sealed plastic bags.

The first morning I believed, 

incorrectly, I had landed in a 
Ghanaian ghetto. Walking the 
roads near my house, few of which 
were tarmacked, I was bombarded 
with new sights, sounds and 
smells. In Accra, people seem 
to be permanently outside, as 
if a law has been passed, so 
everywhere is permanently busy. 
Alongside pedestrians and cars, 
lads pull trolleys filled with old 
motor spares or coconut husks. 
Food vendors grill plantain or fry 
yam chips at the roadsides and 
women balance metal dishes piled 
unbelievably high with goods on 
top of their heads, whilst weaving 
nonchalantly amongst slow 
moving cars. You can buy almost 
anything you need through your 
car window. The combination of 
a lack of pavements, a relaxed 
attitude to road rules and the 
deep, open gutters lining the 
city streets quickly teach new 
arrivals vigilance; daydreaming 
will leave you either under a car or 
ankle deep in shit. Often running 
amongst it all are chickens, goats 
and dogs.

Projects Abroad, the for-profit 
company who arranged my 
placement, also organised my 

accommodation, at the St. Thomas 
School in the suburb of Labadi, 
which follows the Atlantic coast 
for a few miles eastwards from 
the city centre. I lived with the 
school’s owner Gertrude Boi-Doku 
and her family, three or four other 
volunteers and the house servant, 
Joyce. The house sits in the 
middle of the schoolyard and I was 
surprised to find myself loving the 
sounds and smells of a Ghanaian 
school filling my room every 
morning. There is no better alarm 
clock than 200-plus pupils and 
teachers singing and drumming the 
national anthem at 7am.

An integral part of life in Accra 
is transport, for which the city 
is served by a fleet of privately 
operated mini-busses called 
tro-tros. Usually decrepit, 
20 year-old Japanese vans 
customised to seat 15 or so 
people, they form a surprisingly 
efficient mass-transit system for 
the city. The bus’s conductor is the 
‘mate’ - normally a 15 year-old boy 
in a second-hand football shirt - 
who leans out of the window as the 
bus pulls up calling the destination. 
For example, “Circle circ – circle!” 
took me to work while “Labadi 
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lab – labadi!” took me home. When 
it’s busy an arriving tro-tro can be 
delayed by people almost fighting 
each other to get on. Each tro-tro 
invariably has a stencil on the rear 
window praising god. I felt that if 
I was earning a living on Accra’s 
hectic roads, I would want a higher 
force watching out for me too.

Once the shock subsided I found 
Accra to be a vibrant, easy going 
place and Labadi a safe and 
friendly suburb. Projects Abroad 
provided an instant network of 
friends, with around 30 other 
volunteers in Accra. Most evenings 
were spent sitting on garden chairs 
at the local football pitch, which 
doubled as a beer garden, or 
heading to Osu, the city’s hub for 
restaurants and bars. On Oxford 
Street, Osu’s main strip, it’s easy 
to recreate a western evening out, 
though at western prices. On the 
weekend it is essential to get out 
of the city’s smog and happily the 
countryside across the south of 
Ghana is beautiful, lushly green 
rainforest. Cape Coast and Ada 
Foa are idyllic beach resorts within 
a couple of hours drive and we 
went further inland to the waterfalls 
at Wli, West Africa’s highest.

Working at Vibe FM I was given 
the task of researching, writing 
and presenting the international 
news segment of the daily bulletin. 
I had the freedom to choose my 
own stories, though my research 
mostly amounted to checking 
the major news websites and 
hammering out a five-minute 
script. It had not been my intention 
to actually present the news before 
I went, but the station managers 
seemed to like the ‘BBC’ edge my 
accent gave it and I had masses 
of fun doing it. The station was 
quite professionally run, though 
I still had to work around things 
which, while typical in Ghana, 
would be unthinkable at home. 
Sometimes there was a power cut 
so we weren’t broadcasting, or 
sometimes when I arrived the news 
editor was having a nap. I covered 
the local elections on polling day, 
an event which happened two days 
later than scheduled, to nobody’s 
great surprise.

My work was really interesting 
and I was with a great group of 
colleagues. The Ghanaian media 
is very dynamic and the press is 
entirely free. The opportunities 
available are fantastic; I was even 

given an audition for a Ghanaian 
TV drama, though unfortunately, 
or possibly fortunately, they never 
got back to me – I do not take 
too great offence that my acting 
skills were not up to scratch. I 
did however find myself slightly 
jealous of my fellow volunteers on 
more philanthropic placements. 
Projects Abroad runs a human 
rights advocacy program, enabling 
local people to get legal advice 
they would be otherwise unable to 
afford, and a local football team. 
Many others worked in schools 
and orphanages, both chronically 
underfunded by Western 
standards. On these placements 
the volunteers worked with and 
got to know swathes of the local 
population, under sometimes trying 
circumstances, and I believe they 
found it incredibly rewarding.

I was in Ghana for just over three 
months and I took great pleasure 
in feeling more like a local than a 
tourist. I loved travelling around the 
city by tro-tro or haggling with taxi 
drivers, knowing that I wouldn’t 
have been able to do any of that a 
few months previously. The things 
that amazed me at the start of 
my trip barely registered by the 

end. Like when I sat on Labadi 
pleasure beach on Christmas 
day, surrounded by holidaying 
Ghanaians: a motorbike went along 
the beach in front of us, then a man 
on a horse, then a man dressed in 
hot pants and high heels holding 
a plastic rifle posing for photos. I 
didn’t bat an eyelid.

All the volunteers I met were in 
Ghana partly to enhance their 
prospects of jobs or securing 
places on better courses, in better 
universities. It seemed as though 
along with English, Maths and 
Science, a stint in a developing 
country was a basic requirement 
on any CV, and may not necessarily 
mark you out from the crowd. 
Whether or not this turns out to 
be the case, only time will tell. But 
what I have gained in terms of 
confidence and life experience is 
worth so much more than a line 
on a CV. The only regret I have is 
not having done this earlier. Seeing 
the 18 year-olds on their gap years 
doing the same as me, I can see 
that heading to university with an 
experience like this under their 
belts will enhance all that comes 
after immeasurably. 
 

“Once the shock subsided I found Accra to be a vibrant, easy going place.”
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